
Bathroom Collection



Classic in its inspiration, Waldorf is a truly evocative bathroom 
collection. Combining exquisite craftsmanship with early twentieth-

century style, the new Waldorf range has been designed and produced 
in Europe to represent the ultimate in bathroom luxury.

Blending classic rectangular lines with elegant softened edges to 
evoke a high-quality, striking look, the new range of brassware and 

sanitaryware is suited to both contemporary and traditional 
bathroom schemes.
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A collection of sanitary 
fittings displaying the highest 

level of quality aesthetics

White lever mixer with pop up waste (above)
Crosshead mixer with pop up waste, decorative overflow cover (opposite)

Get the look
Basin monobloc & overflow cover

£334
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Crosshead bidet mixer & pop up waste (above)
Close coupled dual flush WC, 65cm back to wall bidet with bidet mixer white lever (opposite)

Classic rectangular lines blended 
with elegant softened edges to 
evoke a quality, striking look

Get the look
Close coupled WC, back to wall bidet, 

bidet mixer & overflow cover
£1638
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3 tap hole basin mixer black lever with pop up waste
Decorative overflow cover (opposite)

3 tap hole basin mixer chrome crosshead (above)

Beautifully fashioned with 
generous proportions, the 

collection offers both superior 
form and function

Get the look
3 hole basin mixer & overflow cover

£504
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Wall mounted bath spout
Back to wall bath with overflow (opposite)

3 tap hole chrome bath filler with crossheads (below)

Elegant, sculptured style and 
amazing comfort with a high 
lustre seamless white finish 
that will last you a lifetime.

Get the look
Bath, wall stop taps, bath spout 

& plug and chain waste
£2906
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Floor standing bath filler 
with bath legs and floor plate
Bidet mixer with overflow
Back to wall bidet
Deck mounted bath shower mixer (opposite)

Designed to stand the test of time, 
the chrome plated brassware has 

been engineered to the very 
highest specifications

Get the look
Bath filler, bath legs, floor 

plate & bath
£3370

Get the look
Bath shower mixer with kit

£725
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Available in a refined 
choice of ceramic lever 
or crosshead detailing

2000 thermostatic shower valve with 2 way diverter, black levers (above left)
1000 thermostatic shower valve (above right)

1500 thermostatic shower valve with 2 way diverter (opposite right)
Shower handset, wall outlet and hose (opposite left)

Get the look
Handset, hose, wall outlet & 

thermostatic valve with diverter 
£664
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1501 thermostatic bath/shower valve with 2 way diverter (opposite left)
12” shower head (above)

The Waldorf shower fittings 
are ideal for those who prefer 

traditional styling and 
a timeless finish

Get the look
Thermostatic shower valve

£495
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2000 thermostatic shower valve with 2 way diverter, white levers (opposite)
Thermostatic shower valve with 8” fixed head (above)

Get the look
Thermostatic shower valve

£525

Get the look
Exposed thermostatic shower 

valve with 8” fixed head
£1055
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Exposed thermostatic shower valve with 8” fixed head, slide rail, handset and hose
Exposed thermostatic shower with diverter detail (opposite)
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3 tap hole basin with pedestal with 3 tap hole crosshead mixer
Close coupled dual flush WC

Decorative bathroom mirror (opposite)
Washbasin 100cm 3 tap hole with chrome console (above)

Get the look
Basin, pedestal, 3 hole basin mixer, 

mirror, closed coupled WC
£2298
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150cm double basin wall hung, 3 tap hole basin mixer with pop up waste
100cm wall hung basin, basin monobloc with pop up waste (above)

100cm wall hung basin, 3 tap hole basin mixer with pop up waste, decorative mirror (opposite)
Get the look

Mirror, basin, bottle trap, 
3 hole basin mixer

£1412
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Beautifully fashioned with 
generous proportions, the 

collection offers both superior 
form and function

Basin 3 hole set (above)
Double washbasin 150cm 6 tap hole with chrome console (opposite)

80cm 3 tap hole basin on chrome console
3 tap hole basin mixer with pop up waste

Decorative mirror (opposite)
150cm double basin, 3 tap hole basin mixer with pop up waste and chrome console (above)

Get the look
Basin, console, bottle trap, 

3 hole basin mixer & mirror
£2222
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Get the complete 
Waldorf look

£8682

2928



Waldorf offers the perfect 
mix-and-match solution for 

bathrooms both large and small

High level single flush cistern with back to wall WC. Wall hung urinal (opposite)

Get the look
High level cistern, flush pipe, 

back to wall WC & seat
£1249

Get the look
Urinal

£750 each
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Wall hung WC and monobloc bidet, bidet mixer with pop up waste (opposite)

Get the look
Wall hung WC, seat, bidet, overflow 

cover, flush plate and bidet mixer
£1328
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Product Directory

Get the look
Basin, console & 3 hole basin mixer & bottle trap

£2222
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BRASSWARE CHROME CROSSHEAD

Bath spout
WF0370WC  £115.00

Wall mounted

Water pressure: LP

B: 192mm

Basin monobloc
WF110DPC  £295.00

With pop-up waste

Water pressure: LP

A: 117mm   B: 140mm

Bidet monobloc
WF210DPC  £295.00

With pop-up waste

Water pressure: LP

A: 91mm   B: 92mm

Basin 3 hole set
WF130DPC  £455.00

Deck mounted

Water pressure: LP

A: 87mm   B: 140mm

Basin 3 hole set
WF135DPC  £425.00

With pop-up waste

Deck mounted

Water pressure: LP

A: 223mm   B: 130mm

Wall stop taps
WF350WC  £375.00

Wall mounted

Water pressure: HP1

Basin 3 hole set
WF131WNC  £395.00

Wall mounted

Water pressure: LP

B: 155mm

Bath filler
WF322DC  £495.00

Deck mounted

Water pressure: HP1 

A: 199mm   B: 194mm

Bath legs
WF002FC  £305.00

Floor standing

A: 702mm 

Floor plate
WF_PLATE  £175.00

Chrome plated aluminium

w 70 x h 300mm

Bath shower mixer with kit
WF422DC  £725.00

Deck mounted

Water pressure: HP1 

A: 396mm   B: 194mm

Bath legs
WF002FC  £305.00

Floor standing

A: 702mm 

Floor plate
WF_PLATE  £175.00

Chrome plated aluminium

w 70 x h 300mm

Bath shower mixer with kit
WF422DC  £725.00

Deck mounted

Water pressure: HP1

A: 396mm   B: 194mm

Bath filler
WF322DC  £495.00

Deck mounted

Water pressure: HP1

A: 199mm   B: 194mm

Prices are inclusive of VAT.   A: Height (mm)  B: Projection (mm)  Please check website for accurate dimensions. 3736 WALDORF BRASSWAREWALDORF BRASSWARE



BRASSWARE WHITE LEVER

Prices are inclusive of VAT.   A: Height (mm)  B: Projection (mm)  Please check website for accurate dimensions.

Bath spout
WF0370WC  £115.00

Wall mounted

Water pressure: LP

B: 192mm

Basin monobloc
WF110DPC_LV  £305.00

With pop-up waste

Water pressure: LP

A: 158mm   B: 140mm

Bidet monobloc
WF210DPC_LV  £305.00

With pop-up waste

Water pressure: LP

A: 137mm   B: 92mm

Basin 3 hole set
WF130DPC_LV  £465.00

Deck mounted

Water pressure: LP

A: 96mm   B: 140mm

Basin 3 hole set
WF135DPC_LV  £435.00

With pop-up waste

Deck mounted

Water pressure: LP

A: 223mm   B: 130mm

Wall stop taps
WF350WC_LV  £385.00

Wall mounted

Water pressure: HP1

Basin 3 hole set
WF131WNC_LV  £405.00

Wall mounted

Water pressure: LP

B: 155mm

Bath filler
WF322DC_LV  £505.00

Deck mounted

Water pressure: HP1 

A: 246mm   B: 194mm

Bath legs
WF002FC  £305.00

Floor standing

A: 702mm 

Floor plate
WF_PLATE  £175.00

Chrome plated aluminium

w 70 x h 300mm

Bath shower mixer with kit
WF422DC_LV  £735.00

Deck mounted

Water pressure: HP1 

A: 396mm   B: 194mm

Bath legs
WF002FC  £305.00

Floor standing

A: 702mm 

Floor plate
WF_PLATE  £175.00

Chrome plated aluminium

w 70 x h 300mm

Bath shower mixer with kit
WF422DC_LV  £735.00

Deck mounted

Water pressure: HP1

A: 396mm   B: 194mm

Bath filler
WF322DC_LV  £505.00

Deck mounted

Water pressure: HP1

A: 246mm   B: 194mm
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BRASSWARE BLACK LEVER

Prices are inclusive of VAT.   A: Height (mm)  B: Projection (mm)  Please check website for accurate dimensions.

Bath spout
WF0370WC  £115.00

Wall mounted

Water pressure: LP

B: 192mm

Basin monobloc
WF110DPC_BLV  £305.00

With pop-up waste

Water pressure: LP

A: 158mm   B: 140mm

Bidet monobloc
WF210DPC_BLV  £305.00

With pop-up waste

Water pressure: LP

A: 137mm   B: 92mm

Basin 3 hole set
WF130DPC_BLV  £465.00

Deck mounted

Water pressure: LP

A: 96mm   B: 140mm

Basin 3 hole set
WF135DPC_BLV  £435.00

With pop-up waste

Deck mounted

Water pressure: LP

A: 223mm   B: 130mm

Wall stop taps
WF350WC_BLV  £385.00

Wall mounted

Water pressure: HP1

Basin 3 hole set
WF131WNC_BLV  £405.00

Wall mounted

Water pressure: LP

B: 155mm

Bath filler
WF322DC_BLV  £505.00

Deck mounted

Water pressure: HP1 

A: 246mm   B: 194mm

Bath legs
WF002FC  £305.00

Floor standing

A: 702mm 

Floor plate
WF_PLATE  £175.00

Chrome plated aluminium

w 70 x h 300mm

Bath shower mixer with kit
WF422DC_BLV  £735.00

Deck mounted

Water pressure: HP1 

A: 396mm   B: 194mm

Bath legs
WF002FC  £305.00

Floor standing

A: 702mm 

Floor plate
WF_PLATE  £175.00

Chrome plated aluminium

w 70 x h 300mm

Bath shower mixer with kit
WF422DC_BLV  £735.00

Deck mounted

Water pressure: HP1

A: 396mm   B: 194mm

Bath filler
WF322DC_BLV  £505.00

Deck mounted

Water pressure: HP1

A: 246mm   B: 194mm
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BRASSWARE CHROME LEVER

Prices are inclusive of VAT.   A: Height (mm)  B: Projection (mm)  Please check website for accurate dimensions.*Chrome lever option is made to special order, please contact our sales office. Once ordered these cannot be cancelled or returned.

Bath spout
WF0370WC  £115.00

Wall mounted

Water pressure: LP

B: 192mm

Basin monobloc*
WF110DPC_CLV  £305.00

With pop-up waste

Water pressure: LP

A: 158mm   B: 140mm

Bidet monobloc*
WF210DPC_CLV  £305.00

With pop-up waste

Water pressure: LP

A: 137mm   B: 92mm

Basin 3 hole set*
WF130DPC_CLV  £465.00

Deck mounted

Water pressure: LP

A: 96mm   B: 140mm

Basin 3 hole set*
WF135DPC_CLV  £435.00

With pop-up waste

Deck mounted

Water pressure: LP

A: 223mm   B: 130mm

Wall stop taps*
WF350WC_CLV  £385.00

Wall mounted

Water pressure: HP1

Basin 3 hole set*
WF131WNC_CLV  £405.00

Wall mounted

Water pressure: LP

B: 155mm

Bath filler*
WF322DC_CLV  £505.00

Deck mounted

Water pressure: HP1 

A: 246mm   B: 194mm

Bath legs
WF002FC  £305.00

Floor standing

A: 702mm 

Floor plate
WF_PLATE  £175.00

Chrome plated aluminium

w 70 x h 300mm

Bath shower mixer with kit*
WF422DC_CLV  £735.00

Deck mounted

Water pressure: HP1 

A: 396mm   B: 194mm

Bath legs
WF002FC  £305.00

Floor standing

A: 702mm 

Floor plate
WF_PLATE  £175.00

Chrome plated aluminium

w 70 x h 300mm

Bath shower mixer with kit*
WF422DC_CLV  £735.00

Deck mounted

Water pressure: HP1

A: 396mm   B: 194mm

Bath filler*
WF322DC_CLV  £505.00

Deck mounted

Water pressure: HP1

A: 246mm   B: 194mm
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SHOWERING RECESSED VALVES

Prices are inclusive of VAT.   A: Height (mm)  B: Projection (mm)  Please check website for accurate dimensions.*Chrome lever option is made to special order, please contact our sales office. Once ordered these cannot be cancelled or returned.

2001 thermostatic shower valve
with 2 way diverter

Landscape

Recessed

Water pressure: LP

Back plate: w 375 x h 170mm
 
 
3001 thermostatic shower valve
with 3 way diverter

Landscape

Recessed

Water pressure: HP3

Back plate: w 375 x h 170mm

2000 thermostatic shower valve 
with 2 way diverter

Portrait

Recessed

Water pressure: LP

Back plate: w 170 x h 375mm
 
 
3000 thermostatic shower valve
with 3 way diverter 

Portrait

Recessed

Water pressure: HP3

Back plate: w 170 x h 375mm

Chrome Crosshead 

WF2000RC+ £525.00
WF3000RC+ £625.00

Chrome Lever*

WF2000RC_CLV+  £525.00
WF3000RC_CLV+  £625.00

White Lever

WF2000RC_LV+  £525.00
WF3000RC_LV+  £625.00

Black Lever

WF2000RC_BLV+   £525.00
WF3000RC_BLV+   £625.00

1000 thermostatic shower valve 

Portrait

Recessed

Water pressure: LP

Back plate: w 170 x h 250mm

 
 
1500 thermostatic shower valve 
with 2 way diverter

Portrait

Recessed

Water pressure: HP1

Back plate: w 170 x h 250mm

 
2500 thermostatic shower valve 
with 3 way diverter 

Portrait

Recessed

Water pressure: HP1

Back plate: w 170 x h 250mm

Chrome Crosshead

WF1000RC+ £415.00
WF1500RC+ £495.00
WF2500RC+ £545.00

Chrome Lever*

WF1000RC_CLV+  £415.00
WF1500RC_CLV+  £495.00

White Lever

WF1000RC_LV+ £415.00
WF1500RC_LV+  £495.00

Black Lever

WF1000RC_BLV+   £415.00
WF1500RC_BLV+   £495.00

1501  thermostatic shower valve 
with 2 way diverter 

Landscape

Recessed

Water pressure: HP1

Back plate: w 250 x h 170mm

Chrome Crosshead

WF1501RC+  £495.00

Black Lever

WF2001RC_BLV+   £525.00
WF3001RC_BLV+   £625.00

Chrome Lever*

WF2001RC_CLV+   £525.00
WF3001RC_CLV+   £625.00

White Lever

WF2001RC_LV+ £525.00
WF3001RC_LV+ £625.00
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SHOWERING SHOWER HEADS & HANDSETS

Prices are inclusive of VAT.   A: Height (mm)  B: Projection (mm)  Please check website for accurate dimensions.

Shower head 12” 
WF12C  £300.00

Ø300mm

Water pressure: HP1

Brass

10 year guarantee

 
Shower arm sold separately

Shower head  8” EASY CLEAN 
WF08C_EC  £225.00

Ø200mm

Water pressure: HP1

Brass

10 year guarantee

 
Shower arm sold separately

Shower head 8” 
WF08C  £199.00 

Ø200mm

Water pressure: HP1

Brass

10 year guarantee

 
Shower arm sold separately

200

200

300

Shower handset with black 
handle, wall outlet and hose
WF964C_B £169.00

Wall mounted

Water pressure: LP

Shower handset with white 
handle, wall outlet and hose
WF964C £169.00

Wall mounted

Water pressure: LP

Shower handset with chrome 
handle, wall outlet and hose*
WF964C_C £169.00

Wall mounted

Water pressure: LP

*Made to special order, please contact our sales office. Once ordered this product cannot be cancelled or returned. 4746 WALDORF SHOWERINGWALDORF SHOWERING



SHOWERING EXPOSED VALVES

Prices are inclusive of VAT.   A: Height (mm)  B: Projection (mm)  Please check website for accurate dimensions.*Chrome lever option is made to special order, please contact our sales office. Once ordered these cannot be cancelled or returned.

Thermostatic shower valve 
with 8" fixed head

White Lever
WF_SHOWER   £1055.00

Chrome Lever*
WF_SHOWER_CLV  £1055.00

Black Lever
WF_SHOWER_BLV  £1055.00

Comprising: 
Single outlet shower valve 
Rigid riser and shower arm 
8” fixed head 
Wall bracket  
 
Chrome plated 

Water pressure:  HP1

Height of rigid riser 900mm

Upgrade to 12” fixed head
White Lever
WF_SHOWER_12   £1155.00

Chrome Lever*
WF_SHOWER_12_CLV  £1155.00

Black Lever
WF_SHOWER_12_BLV  £1155.00

Thermostatic shower valve 
with 8” fixed head 

White Lever
WF_CRADLE   £1285.00

Chrome Lever*
WF_CRADLE_CLV  £1285.00

Black Lever
WF_CRADLE_BLV  £1285.00

Comprising: 
Dual outlet shower valve 
Rigid riser and shower arm 
8” fixed head 
Handset, wall cradle and 1.5M hose 
Wall bracket 
Stop cock/diverter 
 
Chrome plated 

Water pressure:  HP1

Height of rigid riser 900mm

Upgrade to 12” fixed head
White Lever
WF_CRADLE_12   £1385.00

Chrome Lever*
WF_CRADLE_12_CLV  £1385.00

Black Lever
WF_CRADLE_12_BLV  £1385.00
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SHOWERING EXPOSED VALVES

Prices are inclusive of VAT.   A: Height (mm)  B: Projection (mm)  Please check website for accurate dimensions.*Chrome lever option is made to special order, please contact our sales office. Once ordered these cannot be cancelled or returned.

Thermostatic shower valve 
with 8” fixed head

White Lever
WF_SLIDER  £1285.00

Chrome Lever*
WF_SLIDER_CLV  £1285.00

Black Lever
WF_SLIDER_BLV  £1285.00

Comprising: 
Dual outlet shower valve 
Rigid riser and shower arm 
8” fixed head 
Handset, riser bracket and 1.5M 
hose 
Wall bracket 
Stop cock/diverter 
 
Chrome plated 

Water pressure:  HP1

Height of rigid riser 900mm

Upgrade to 12” fixed head
White Lever
WF_SLIDER_12  £1385.00

Chrome Lever*
WF_SLIDER_12_CLV  £1385.00

Black Lever
WF_SLIDER_12_BLV  £1385.00

Thermostatic bath shower mixer 
with fixed head 

White Lever
WF_BSM   £1215.00

Chrome Lever*
WF_BSM_CLV  £1215.00

Black Lever
WF_BSM_BLV  £1215.00

Comprising: 
Dual outlet shower valve 
Rigid riser and shower arm 
8” fixed head 
Wall bracket 
Bath Spout 
 
Chrome plated 

Water pressure:  HP1

Height of rigid riser 1200mm

Spout projection: 161mm

Upgrade to 12” fixed head
White Lever
WF_BSM_12   £1315.00

Chrome Lever*
WF_BSM_12_CLV  £1315.00

Black Lever
WF_BSM_12_BLV  £1315.00
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SHOWERING EXPOSED VALVES

Prices are inclusive of VAT.   A: Height (mm)  B: Projection (mm)  Please check website for accurate dimensions.*Chrome lever option is made to special order, please contact our sales office. Once ordered these cannot be cancelled or returned.

Thermostatic shower valve
with 8" fixed head

White Lever
WF_BRACKET   £1255.00

Chrome Lever*
WF_BRACKET_CLV  £1255.00

Black Lever
WF_BRACKET_BLV  £1255.00

Comprising: 
Dual outlet shower valve 
Rigid riser and shower arm 
8” fixed head 
Handset, 1.5M hose and Wall Station 
Wall bracket 
Stop cock/diverter 
 
Chrome plated 

Water pressure:  HP1

Height of rigid riser 900mm

Upgrade to 12” fixed head
White Lever
WF_BRACKET_12  £1355.00

Chrome Lever*
WF_BRACKET_12_CLV  £1355.00

Black Lever
WF_BRACKET_12_BLV  £1355.00
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Waldorf 80 basin 

White fire-clay 

Glazed all round

Wall hung or pedestal mounted

With overflow

w 800 x d 550 x h1 70mm

Waldorf 60 basin 

White fire-clay 

Glazed all round

Wall hung or pedestal mounted

With overflow

w 600 x d 550 x h 170mm

SANITARYWARE BASINS

Overflow cover chrome 
WFOVC   £39.00

Overflow cover chrome 
WFOVC   £39.00

Overflow cover chrome 
WFOVC   £39.00

Pedestal

White fire-clay

h 780mm

220 x 220mm footprint on floor

Suitable for 60, 80 and 100cm 
basins

Pedestal

White fire-clay

h 780mm

220 x 220mm footprint on floor

Suitable for 60, 80 and 100cm 
basins

Waldorf basin console 80

Chrome plated aluminium  

Adjustable feet & under basin plate

Secure wall fitting

Integral side and front towels rails

w 680 x d 520 x h 815mm

Simple self assembly

Prices are inclusive of VAT.

Washbasin 60 single tap hole 
WF0611SCW £339.00

Washbasin 60 three tap hole* 
WF0613SCW £339.00

Washbasin 80 single tap hole* 
WF0811SCW £450.00

Washbasin 80 three tap hole
WF0813SCW £450.00

Washbasin 60 single tap hole 
WF0611SCW £339.00 
Pedestal 
WF0101CW £215.00
 £554.00 

Washbasin 60 three tap hole* 
WF0613SCW £339.00 
Pedestal 
WF0101CW £215.00
 £554.00 

Washbasin 80 single tap hole* 
WF0811SCW £450.00 
Pedestal 
WF0101CW £215.00
 £665.00 

Washbasin 80 three tap hole 
WF0813SCW £450.00 
Pedestal 
WF0101CW £215.00
 £665.00 

Washbasin 80 single tap hole* 
WF0811SCW £450.00 
Console 80 
WF80X81C £985.00
 £1435.00 

Washbasin 80 three tap hole 
WF0813SCW £450.00 
Console 80 
WF80X81C £985.00
 £1435.00 

*Made to special order, please contact our sales office. Once ordered these products cannot be cancelled or returned. 5554 WALDORF SANITARYWAREWALDORF SANITARYWARE



SANITARYWARE BASINS

Prices are inclusive of VAT.   A: Height (mm)  B: Projection (mm)  Please check website for accurate dimensions.

Waldorf 150 double basin 

White fire-clay 

Glazed all round

Wall hung or pedestal mounted

With overflow

w 1500 x d 550 x h 170mm

Waldorf 100 basin 

White fire-clay 

Glazed all round

Wall hung or pedestal mounted

With overflow

w 1000 x d 550 x h 170mm

Waldorf basin console 100

Chrome plated aluminium  

Adjustable feet & under basin plate

Secure wall fitting

Integral side and front towels rails

w 860 x d 520 x h 815mm

Simple self assembly

Washbasin 150 single tap hole* 
WF1501SCW £1295.00

Washbasin 150 three tap hole*
WF1503SCW £1295.00

Washbasin 100 single tap hole*
WF1001SCW £625.00

Washbasin 100 three tap hole 
WF1003SCW £625.00

Washbasin 100 single tap hole* 
WF1001SCW £625.00 
Console 100 
WF100X81C £1000.00
 £1625.00 

Washbasin 100 single tap hole* 
WF1001SCW £625.00 
Pedestal 
WF0101CW £215.00
 £840.00 

Washbasin 100 three tap hole 
WF1003SCW £625.00 
Pedestal 
WF0101CW £215.00
 £840.00 

Washbasin 100 three tap hole 
WF1003SCW £625.00 
Console 100 
WF100X81C £1000.00
 £1625.00 

Waldorf basin console 150

Chrome plated aluminium  

Adjustable feet & under basin plate

Secure wall fitting

Integral side and front towels rails

w 1360 x d 520 x h 815mm

Simple self assembly

Washbasin 150 single tap hole* 
WF1501SCW £1295.00 
Console 150 
WF150X81C £1500.00
 £2795.00 

Washbasin 150 three tap hole* 
WF1501SCW £1295.00 
Console 150 
WF150X81C £1500.00
 £2795.00 

Overflow cover chrome 
WFOVC   £39.00

Overflow cover chrome 
WFOVC   £39.00

Overflow cover chrome 
WFOVC   £39.00

Overflow cover chrome 
WFOVC   £39.00

Pedestal

White fire-clay

h 780mm

220 x 220mm footprint on floor

Suitable for 60, 80 and 100cm 
basins

Standard bottle trap 
BTR0403C Chrome £32.00

with 400mm pipe

Millennium tall bottle trap 
BTR0402C Chrome £53.00

with 400mm pipe

Basin click clack waste
BSW0103C Chrome £56.00

Slotted for basins with overflow

BOTTLE TRAPS AND WASTES

*Made to special order, please contact our sales office. Once ordered these products cannot be cancelled or returned. 5756 WALDORF SANITARYWAREWALDORF SANITARYWARE



SANITARYWARE WCS

Prices are inclusive of VAT.   A: Height (mm)  B: Projection (mm)  Please check website for accurate dimensions.*Made to special order, please contact our sales office. Once ordered this product cannot be cancelled or returned.

Back to wall 55 WC 
WF6007CW   £395.00

w 760 x d 550 x h 420mm

Will flush at ECO-saving 3/4.5L

Complete with floor fittings

Requires  concealed cistern, see 
page 61

Standard seat 
WF6205W   £139.00

Chrome plated adjustable hinges  

 £534.00 
 
Upgrade to luxury seat

Soft close seat 
WF6105W   £215.00

Chrome plated adjustable hinges 

Back to wall 65 WC 
WF6008CW   £480.00

w 370 x d 540 x h 410mm

Will flush at ECO-saving 3/4.5L

Complete with floor fittings

Requires  concealed cistern, see 
page 61

Chrome flush pipe 
WFLOWC   £69.00

Standard seat 
WF6205W   £139.00

Chrome plated adjustable hinges  

 £688.00 
 
Upgrade to luxury seat

Soft close seat 
WF6105W   £215.00

Chrome plated adjustable hinges 

Close coupled WC 
WF6005CW   £470.00

w 400 x d 680 x h 420mm

Shorter projection

Complete with floor fittings

Close coupled cistern 
WF7005CW   £290.00

Dual flush Geberit mechanism 
6/3 litre  

Standard seat 
WF6205W   £139.00

Chrome plated adjustable hinges  

 £899.00 
 
Upgrade to luxury seat

Soft close seat 
WF6105W   £215.00

Chrome plated adjustable hinges 

Upgrade to luxury seat

Soft close seat 
WF6105W   £215.00

Chrome plated adjustable hinges 

Wall hung WC 
WF6006CW   £410.00

w 370 x d 550 x h 335mm

Will flush at ECO-saving 3/4.5L

Complete with wall frame fittings

Requires installation frame/cistern, 
see page 61

Standard seat 
WF6205W   £139.00

Chrome plated adjustable hinges  

 £549.00 
 
Upgrade to luxury seat

Soft close seat 
WF6105W   £215.00

Chrome plated adjustable hinges 

Back to wall WC with high level 
cistern* 
WF_HIGHL   

Back to wall 65 WC 
WF6008CW   £480.00

w 370 x d 540 x h 410mm 

Complete with floor fixings

High level cistern
WF7020W   £185.00

White fire-clay 

Left or right chain pull option

Cistern mechanism
WF7020C   £195.00

Single flush 6 litre mechanism and 
fill valve 

Chromed brass chain

White ceramic pull handle

High level flush pipe 
WFFLUSHC   £250.00

Chromed brass knurled cistern 
connector 

Chromed brass 3-part vertical 
pipe push fit and flush pipe

2 chromed brass wall brackets

h 1830mm

Standard seat 
WF6205W   £139.00

Chrome plated adjustable hinges  

 £1249.00 
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SANITARYWARE BIDETS & URINAL

Prices are inclusive of VAT.   A: Height (mm)  B: Projection (mm)  Please check website for accurate dimensions.

Wall hung bidet*
WF8006CW £395.00

w 370 x d 550 x h 335mm

Single tap hole with overflow

Complete with wall frame fixings

Requires installation frame, see 
main Bauhaus brochure

Overflow cover chrome 
WFOVC   £39.00

Back to wall bidet 55*
WF8007CW £395.00

w 370 x d 550 x h 420mm

Single tap hole with overflow

Complete with floor fixings

Overflow cover chrome 
WFOVC   £39.00

Wall hung urinal*
WF4001SCW £750.00

w 440 x d 240/370** x h 690mm

Complete with concealed wall fixing 
system and waste

**370mm is depth to front of dish 
front

Back to wall bidet 65*
WF8008CW £480.00

w 370 x d 650 x h 420mm

Single tap hole with overflow

Complete with floor fixings

Overflow cover chrome 
WFOVC   £39.00

0.82m height frame 
WCF82X50 £295.00

Epoxy power coated steel frame, 
tested to take up to 400Kgs weight

Large feet for easy rear fixing  
(specially designed for UK timber 
floor).

Supplied complete with all fittings 
for installation

WRAS approved dual flush cistern 

Adjustable feet with rubber sound 
deadening pads

UK sized inlet and outlet pipe work

Easy install wall brackets for vertical 
or horizontal fixing

Standard height concealed WC 
cistern 
WCC47X46 £129.00

h 465 x d 140mm

UK sized inlet and outlet pipe work

WRAS approved water saving dual 
flush cistern – factory set at 6/3 litre 
adjustable to 4.5/3litre

Simple mechanical or cable 
connection method to ensure high 
performance

Complete with accessible isolating 
valve

Central Chrome
CEFLUSHC £50.00

w 235 x h 151mm 

Mechanical operation

Chrome finish

SUPPORT FRAMES AND CISTERNS

*Made to special order, please contact our sales office. Once ordered these products cannot be cancelled or returned. 6160 WALDORF SANITARYWARE



Waldorf bath 
WF_BTWBATH £2395.00

l 1645 x w 895 x h 600mm

Footprint on floor: l  1158 x w 743mm

Weight: 168Kgs

Below overflow capacity: 203 litres 

Back to wall bath cast mineral 
marble bath with High Gloss white 
Durocoat®

Complete with integral overflow 
and void for bath waste

Suitable for standard plug and 
chain, click clack or pop waste and 
bath overflow filler

Tap ledge is supplied undrilled for 
easy on site drilling for 2 or more 
tap hole

Suitable for wall mount, floor 
standing or deck mounted fillers 
and wall mounted thermostatic 
bath/shower mixer 

15 year guarantee

Bath click clack waste with filler 
BFW0301C  £169.00 
 
extended waste 90cm 
BFW0302C  £179.00

Bath pop-up-waste 
BTW0241C  £40.00 
 
Extended waste 90cm 
BTW0242C  £50.00

Bath click clack waste 
BTW0201C  £50.00 
 
Extended waste 90cm 
BTW0202C  £60.00

Standard bath waste
with plug and chain
BTW0221C  £21.00
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ACCESSORIES MIRROR

Waldorf mirror non-lit

w 500/630 x d 300 x h 800mm  

5mm mirrored glass

15mm bevelled & polished edge

Concealed hanging system

Waldorf mirror non-lit 
WF_MIRROR £279.00
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PRICES

This price list supersedes all previous publications with goods 
being invoiced at prices ruling on date of despatch. Prices are 
subject to alteration without notice and include VAT.

DELIVERY

Orders in excess of £50.00 nett invoice value will not be 
subject to carriage charge and will be delivered within two 
working days from receipt of order. Orders below £50.00 
will be subject to a fixed charge of £5.00.

We will endeavour to deliver all orders on time and in full 
however we shall be under no liability for any delay or failure 
to deliver products. Any claim for non-delivery must be 
reported to the company within 14 working days from the 
date of delivery, such claims will not be accepted for 
deliveries to a third party delivery address.

RETURNED GOODS

Goods may only be returned for credit after receiving 
written agreement from the company. Cancelled orders will 
be subject to a fixed charge of 25%. Damaged goods will 
not be accepted.  Goods not required may be returned 
within 14 days of the purchase date; all returned items must 
be in the original packaging and will be subject to 25% fixed 
charge. Special orders are non returnable.

RETENTION OF TITLE

Ownership of goods shall remain in the Company until full 
payment has been received for all goods comprised in this 
contract. If any goods are re-sold before payment is made 
the Company’s right of ownership shall be transferred to the 
proceeds of sale or to the claim for such proceeds.

LIABILITY

All quotations are given and goods sold subject to the 
conditions that the seller’s liability is limited to goods proved 
to have been defective in material or workmanship when 
they left the sellers works. No claim will be accepted where 
goods have not been used for the purpose for which they 
were intended, not fitted correctly, not maintained to the 
seller’s recommended standards or have been abused or 
misused.

ERRORS & OMISSIONS

In the interest of continuing design and development and 
product improvement, Bauhaus reserve the right to change 
colour, designs and product specifications without prior 
notice.

PRODUCT COMPATIBILITY

Whilst the majority of Bauhaus products are compatible, 
care should be taken on product selection prior to ordering 
to avoid installation issues. Technical drawings are available 
on our website or on request.

GENERAL

The colours and finishes reproduced in this brochure are as 
accurate as the photography and printing process allows but 
may vary from the actual colours. Product sizes stated are 
nominal and should be checked against product. It is 
strongly advised that all bathrooms are well heated and 
ventilated. 

It is the responsibility of the individual installer to ensure that 
these products are fitted correctly and in line with the 
instructions provided. Failure to comply with the 
recommended fitting instructions will invalidate the 
guarantee.

EASY INSTALLATION

Celeste, Design, Elite, Linea, Solo, Stream and Touch wall 
hung furniture incorporates a factory fitted hanging system 
that allows safe and simple installation. Some furniture 
products are reversible for left or right hand door opening. 

INSTALLATION NOTES

When installing a wall hung pan or wash basin please ensure 
that appropriate fixings or suitable framework are used. 
When purchasing a wall hung pan, wash basin or bidet on its 
own Bauhaus does not supply any fixings. We strongly 

recommend all furniture and ceramics be fitted to a tiled 
surface, not tiled up to, this will assist any future maintenance. 
Due to the weight of some products you must ensure that the 
walls to which fixing is to be carried out are of a suitable 
construction to support the product.

SUITES AND BASIN CERAMICS

Vitreous China is an extremely hard, non-porous product; 
but it is also breakable and therefore must not be put under 
stress during installation. Basin waste fittings if over tightened 
will create stress within the ceramic material which may in 
time cause the failure of the product. Waste fittings should be 
carefully sealed in silicone and the back nut hand tightened, 
one additional and final quarter turn using a suitable spanner 
is sufficient to create the required watertight seal. Care 
should also be taken when fitting brassware to tap platforms 
in order to prevent similar stress related failures. All products 
should be inspected before attempting installation..
 
CARE AND CLEANING

Bauhaus furniture, ceramic, accessories and radiators are 
made to the highest standards, by following the simple 
guidelines below will provide you with many years of 
enjoyable service. 
 
General: 
NEVER use products containing bleach, caustic soda, 
cleaners of a gritty or abrasive nature or so called “glass and 
mirror” cleaning products. 
 
Mirrors, cabinets and light fittings: 
Clean only with a micro fibre cloth, NEVER use “glass and 
mirror” cleaning products 
 
Sanitary ware, toilet seats and ceramics: 
Sanitary ware/ceramics should be cleaned after use by 
applying a little cream-type cleaner using a sponge or damp 
cloth and rinsed thoroughly with clean water. In hard water 
areas a good quality lime-scale remover can be applied. 
 
Toilet seats should only be cleaned using a diluted mild 
detergent e.g. washing up liquid or warm non-abrasive 
soapy water; products containing bleach can lead to 
staining. Toilet seat hinges should be cleaned ONLY using a 
moist soft or micro fibre cloth. Any stubborn marks can be 
removed with diluted mild detergent e.g. washing up liquid. 
 
Towel Warmers: 
Should be cleaned when cold with a moist soft or micro  
fibre cloth. Any stubborn surface or oxidation marks can be 
cleaned with Maas® Metal Polishing Crème, that will leave  
a long-lasting, fingerprint-repelling protective finish.

All Crosswater products should be cleaned with warm 
soapy water only and polished with a clean, soft, dry cloth.

When installing wall mounted products Crosswater strongly 
recommend making provisions for an in-wall access point, 
particularly when tiling, for maintenance purposes.

PRODUCT GUARANTEE*

All Bauhaus products unless otherwise stated carry a 15 
year guarantee, which covers all manufacturing defaults. This 
guarantee does not cover damage during fitting or misuse.

• The guarantee is only available to original purchasers 
 who have proof of purchase.

• If the product has been installed, Bauhaus must be given  
 the opportunity to inspect the product in the installed  
 condition.

• If the product is defective in materials or manufacture the  
 original purchaser must contact our Technical   
 Department within 30 days of the fault occurring. If the  
 fault is not resolved the goods should be returned to   
 Bauhaus and at our discretion we will refund the purchase  
 price, repair and return the goods to you or send new  
 goods or parts to you as a replacement, this shall   
 constitute our sole obligation under this guarantee.

• Due to a continuous development program. If in our   
 opinion the product has failed under the terms of the   
 guarantee and a replacement is offered but identical   
 goods are no longer available, Bauhaus will replace it  
 with our nearest equivalent product.

• This guarantee covers normal use; it does not cover faults  
 caused by incorrect installation, wilful damage, neglect,  

 misuse, modification, inappropriate cleaning, accidental  
 damage and other events outside Bauhaus control.

• The guarantee does not cover any product that has been  
 altered or modified in any way without the prior written  
 consent of Bauhaus.

• If a claim is made under this guarantee, and the defect is  
 not due to faulty materials or manufacture, Bauhaus   
 reserve the right to charge the customer at the current  
 hourly rate in respect of any service engineer time.

• The guarantee is only valid for products purchased,   
 installed and used in the United Kingdom.

• The guarantee does not cover ex-display units.

• The benefit of this guarantee cannot be transferred  
 to a third party.

The guarantee is in addition to and does not affect your 
statutory rights.

In the interest of continuing design, development and 
product improvement, Bauhaus reserve the right to change 
colour, designs and product specifications without prior 
notice.

*Bauhaus products carry guarantees against manufacturing 
defects as follows, sanitary ware, ceramic and cast marble 
basins 15 years; bathroom furniture, illuminated mirrors, 
bathroom cabinets and towel warmers 5 years. Cistern 
fittings and toilet seats 1 year. Consumable items such as 
light bulbs and tubes also carry a 12 month guarantee 
against manufacturing defects.
 
General wear and tear to any of the above items would be 
considered a specific exclusion.

All Crosswater products, unless otherwise stated, carry a 
15 year guarantee which covers all manufacturing defaults. 
This guarantee does not cover damage during fitting, misuse 
or inappropriate cleaning or consumable goods. Care 
should be taken in hard-water areas to ensure the cartridge 
is regularly cleaned.

*With the exception of cartridges which carry a 5 year 
guarantee, and hoses, “o” rings, diverters and shower hoses 
which are all guaranteed for 1 year.

PRODUCT COMPATIBILITY

Whilst the majority of Crosswater products are compatible, 
care should be taken on product selection prior to ordering 
to avoid installation issues. Technical drawings are available 
on our website or on request.

WATER PRESSURE (RECOMMENDATIONS)

LP minimum 0.2 bar
MP minimum 0.5 bar
HP1 minimum 1 bar
HP2 minimum 2 bar
HP3 minimum 3 bar
HP4 minimum 4 bar

All products marked LP (Low pressure) and MP (Medium 
pressure) are also suitable for HP (High pressure) systems.

Thermostatic shower valve that offers two 
independent functions from a single valve. 

Thermostatic shower valve that offers three 
independent functions from a single valve. 

 

Designed and produced by In The White Room
 www.inthewhiteroom.com

FIND YOUR LOCAL BATHROOM SPECIALIST
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Why visit your 
local bathroom 
specialist?
 
Designing, planning and buying a new bathroom 
should be a truly enjoyable and ultimately rewarding 
experience.

At Crosswater we believe that by far the best place 
to buy your bathroom is at an independent bathroom 
specialist, why?.....

1 Experience & expertise
Specialist bathroom retailers offer a wealth of experience and skill to ensure you receive 
an impeccable and personal service throughout your bathroom project whatever the size, 
including help with installation and local tradesman.

2 Design consultations
Specialist bathroom retailers can offer knowledgeable assistance with room layout 
design and technical considerations - most will do this at in the comfort of your own 
home. Many can provide full 3D design plans so you can visualize your bathroom before 
its fitted.

3 Test drive showroom  
display products
Browse, touch and test a huge variety of bathroom products in comfortable 
surroundings, and receive qualified and fully trained advice on each and every aspect of 
the products - you simply cannot do this online.

4 After sales care
Once you have purchased from a bathroom specialist you can get personal and most 
importantly local after sales support.

Find your local bathroom  
specialist at crosswater.co.uk



An exciting addition to the Crosswater portfolio, the new 
Waldorf collection combines exquisite craftsmanship with early 
twentieth-century style to offer the ultimate in bathroom luxury. 

This inspirational collection, showcases the superior level of quality, 
design style and detail on offer across this evocative range 

of brassware and sanitaryware.

Lake View House, Rennie Drive, 
Dartford, Kent, DA1 5FU
tel: 0345 873 8840
fax: 0345 873 8841
email: sales@crosswater.co.uk 

Part of Crosswater Ltd
www.crosswater.co.uk


